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… An online resource virtually reuniting two 
collections of the National Association of 
Educational Broadcasters (NAEB): the radio 
broadcasts (from UMD) and the paper records 
(from Wisconsin Historical Society);

… Curated online exhibits and thematic sub-
collections that link previously split 
paper/audiovisual collections together;

… Deployment of an emerging set of standards 
to do this work in a way that best utilizes the 
potential of each standard while also enhancing 
the interoperable functionality of the others



 Founded in 1925 as the Association of College and 
University Broadcasting Stations;

 Primarily led by faculty and staff at Big 10 universities, 
often through university radio stations;

 Passionate about extending university’s reach 
throughout state and nation. Advocated for radio to be 
used for K-12, college, and adult education;

 Served as a distribution network for programs, 
created original productions after WWII;

 Dissolved in the 80s after formation of CPB, PBS, & NPR



 Digitize the NAEB paper collections in-house at the 
Wisconsin Historical Society, describe them using 
Dublin Core; 

 Design the backend structure of the application 
utilizing a combination of select linked data and 
minimal computing methodologies; 

 Design and test a user interface informed by gathered 
user stories; 

 Integrate exhibits and teaching guides in the 
application, as well as curated access points both in 
and outside of the application.

 Create a set of archival authority records about early 
educational and public broadcasting (EAC-CPF), 
publish to SNAC and Wikidata. 

We are 
here.

BETA LAUNCH:
January 2020

FINAL LAUNCH:
October 2020



STANDARDS

 PBCore: Item-level description of audio collections

 Encoded Archival Description (EAD): Collection-
level description of paper collections

 Dublin Core: Folder- & Item-level description of 
folders and items (digitized images);

 Encoded Archival Context—Corporate bodies, 
Persons, and Families (EAC-CPF): Authority 
records 

 International Image Interoperability 
Framework (IIIF): Making images of digitized 
paper collections available online

TOOLS & METHODOLOGIES

 Gatsby, ElasticLunr, Netlify, GitHub Pages: 
Minimal computing & static site generation

 Airtable: Distributed data curation

 Internet Archive: Image hosting and data 
publishing platform

 WebVTT Player: Custom React player for 
synced audio/transcripts

 Mirador: Viewer displaying images (IIIF)

 JSON-LD: Publishing linked data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The application website itself is being generated as a static site using Gatsby, an open source framework based on React, in conjunction with client-side search powered by ElasticLunr, which indexes the JSON files generated out of a) the Internet Archive (text from OCR derivatives of the scanned images) and b) Airtable (Dublin Core metadata about digitized folders, PBCore metadata about audio, and metadata for Authorities and Series titles).��The digitized images of the paper collections are being redundantly stored on a 34TB RAID at the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s CommArts Instructional Media Center, as well as on Internet Archive servers. Developer Ed Summers developed a custom uploader program that utilizes the Airtable API to automatically take a folder of individual digitized images from a given folder, bundle them into one package, upload them to the NAEB collection on the Internet Archive, and map the metadata from Airtable into the Internet Archive’s metadata schema. Co-PI Eric Hoyt has been utilizing the Internet Archive for materials he and his team have produced for the Media History Digital Library, which creates automatic access derivatives including OCR files. Since the Internet Archive offers integration with the International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF), the project team made the decision to use the IA as part of our digitization workflow, not only for redundant storage/access points and creating derivatives for all scanned materials, but also so we could utilize the Mirador image viewer. Mirador supports the IIIF standard, and the new version is written in React, which dovetails nicely with Gatsby. This approach has saved us significant time and effort.��Transcripts of the audio files are currently being stored as WebVTT files in an Amazon Web Services S3 bucket, which feeds into the application and merges the audio and transcripts for display in a WebVTT player designed by Summers.��The streaming audio files are redundantly stored on the servers of the American Archive of Public Broadcasting (AAPB), and on hard drives at UMD Libraries. They are slated to be ingested into the Libraries’ forthcoming migration to Avalon Media System, an open source system for the management and delivery of audiovisual assets. For the time being, MITH is hosting the audio files on an AWS S3 bucket.��The CSS files comprising the front end design graphics are being generated by MITH designer Kirsten Keister using Dreamweaver, then published to the Airwaves application in GitHub. Tweaks and modifications to text on static pages can be modified directly in GitHub, but design changes must be separately committed by Keister. Select screen captures from the beta version of the application website can be viewed below in Figures 8, 9, and 10.��The exhibits and teaching tools are created by a distributed team of curators, who enter text, links, images, and captions into a graphical user interface using Netlify CMS. Netlify then generates the exhibit pages in the application. As a plugin, Netflify is also responsive to our content model, which means that curators are able to directly attach links to people, organizations, or programs directly from its user interface.





Airtable functions
◦ Virtual reunification of metadata for 

audio (PBCore) & paper (Dublin 
Core), with shared Authorities

◦ Digitization progress tracking
◦ Refinement, normalization, cleanup 

conducted via various ‘Blocks’ 
features (batch updates, 
deduplication)

◦ Utilized as backend data source for 
static website
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 Project page (MITH): https://mith.umd.edu/research/unlocking-the-airwaves/

 Airwaves application: https://github.com/umd-mith/airwaves

 WebVTT Player: https://github.com/umd-mith/webvtt-player

 Airtable to Internet Archive Uploader Utility: https://github.com/umd-mith/airwaves-cli

Contacts:

Stephanie Sapienza
Digital Humanities Archivist, MITH
sapienza@umd.edu

Eric Hoyt
Associate Professor of Communication Arts, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison
ehoyt@wisc.edu

Ed Summers
Developer, MITH
edsu@umd.edu
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